Storytime Outline

Books:

*The Kissing Hand* by Audrey Penn

*The Night Before Kindergarten* by Natasha Wing

*Teachers Rock* by Todd Parr

Songs:

“Talk, Sing, Read, Write, Play,” from *Counting Down to Kindergarten A Complete Guide to Creating A School Readiness Program For Your Community* by R. Lynn Baker

“If You’re Happy and You Know It,” by Joe Raposo modified to reflect the feelings of kindergarteners on their first day (happy, sad, silly, angry, scared, sleepy)

“Alphabet Song” tune by Mozart, lyrics by Charles Brandlee

“Goodbye, My Friends,” from *Counting Down to Kindergarten A Complete Guide to Creating A School Readiness Program For Your Community* by R. Lynn Baker

Flannel Story:


Torrance, CA: Totline Publications.